


Photo Package A:  
 
Includes 2 shots of the coin/note in holder. Photos will be cropped and ideal for website use, 
eBay sales and other avenues of sales or for insurance or record keeping.  Cost 8.50 per items 
with a declared value up to 300.00  
 
Photo Package B: 
Includes 2 shots of the coin/note in holder. Photos will be cropped and ideal for website use, 
eBay sales and other avenues of sales or for insurance or record keeping.  Cost 11.50 per item 
with a declared value up to 1500.00  
 
Example of A & B: 
 

    

 

Photo Package C: 
Includes 4 shots of the coin/note in holder and out square cropped out of the holder. Cost 
15.50 per item with a declared value up to 2500.00  
Example of Package C:  

        

    
 
Photo Package D: 
 
Includes all the photos in Package C + the coin/note will be placed into a custom template 
with or without label behind (your choice please indicate) The fully cropped coin/note will be 
given mirror effects and custom text of your choice can be displayed on the bottom right. If 



label is chosen to be displayed grade/pedigree/grader can easily be seen behind the Type. 
These photos are ideal for framing, custom calendars and showing off your collection safely. 
Cost is 23.50 For items valued up to 10,000.00 each and 2.00 more per thousand of declared 
value.  
 
Examples of package D: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Terms & Conditions:  
 
The sender of the coins and notes to be imaged on submission form have packed the 
above/below items safely and securely for transport to Antiquity Coin & Company Inc. All 
items are my property and free and clear of leans and or debt. I understand that I retain 
ownership rights of all items sold but forfeit image rights of any images that maybe taken of 
such items. I have placed declared values on such items to the best of my knowledge. I have 
not extremely or fraudulently valued, described, misrepresented, wrongfully 
labeled/attributed/named or graded such items or overstated market value/condition to 
defraud Antiquity Coin & Company Inc. or its insurance provider(s). I personally have packed 
and checked the above items to be correct and as described correctly to the best of my 
ability. I understand that values placed on items is not a binding agreement that I will receive 
for such (in case of los) and may differ from market replacement/ insured value paid. In the 
unlikely event that item(s) arrive damaged, units missing or not as described I agree to work 
with, answer question pertaining to any and all avenues to resolve an insurance claim as 
applicable by local, state & federal law. I agree Antiquity Coin & Company its controlling 
partners and parent companies are not held liable for any losses and damages in transit to or 
from them. All claims will go through the respected insurance companies and their policies 
will and must be followed for a successful claim. Such will only happen in the unlikely event a 
claim must be made. The risk and insurance liability of sending items falls on me the sender 
while items are in route to us. I also agree that Antiquity Coin & Company INC. its controlling 
partners, managers, associates, and parent companies have not helped me fill out Photo 
Submission form in a way that would indicate or seem to conspire or defraud any insurance 
providers, USPS or any parties from penitential (unlawful) monetary or property loss. In the 
event of any legal proceedings based on shipment or possession of such property herein I 
agree that Antiquity Coin & Company INC. or its insurance company will determine state and 
location of above. As a reminder insurance fraud is illegal and can be a Felony, any belief of 
such will be reported (but not limited to) Local, State & Federal Authorizes and appropriate 
insurance companies. All information given to Antiquity Coin & Company INC. including 
information on this form and all prior conversations and electric communications will be 
turned over to above agencies if deemed appropriate but Antiquity Coin & Company INC. its 
legal counsel and or requested by the authorizes or their controlling parties above.  

 

Please read, ask any and all questions you may have fill out and sign the Photography 
Submission Form completely.  

 

Please package contests carefully and double check to make sure that items match 
submission form.  

 

Please send package to: 
 
AC&C Inc.  
ATTN: Imaging  
13300-56 S. Cleveland Ave 



#703  
Fort Myers, FL 33907  

The risk of sending items as with all similar services are those of the sender.  
 
Please make sure to sign off on submission form that you have read and agreed to all terms 
and conditions.  
 
                          We look forward to imaging your collectibles! 
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